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Structure

1. Context

2. Description of the country with a focus on policies relevant for SDG implementation

3. Environmental data

4. UNEP action for strengthening environmental data and policy coherence

5. Results (including project lessons and recommendations)



Case studies (not yet designed)



The importance of the environmental dimension
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Examples of achievements

- In Guyana, UNEP supported a data and statistics report that can be integrated in the 
national low carbon strategy and other new national policies

- In Bangladesh, UNEP supported a financial roadmap and the preparation of the 
Voluntary National Review

- In Burkina Faso, UNEP support capacity building at subnational level to integrate env 
information in the Plan National dee Développement Économique et Soclial PNDES 2

- In Colombia, UNEP supported exploring SDG interactions at national and subnational 
levels

→ These are just examples, many more achievements will be compiled in the case study 
publications



Lessons learned: Communalities across the four countries

- long-term continuation o finter-agency coordination on environmental statistics at 
technical and policy levels (incl. sub-national levels)

- Building of technical capacities

- Communication and outreach

- Legislation

- Institutional accountability

- Apply internationally developed tools 

- Ex-ante assessments considering potential contributions of SDGs

- ….
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